Uranium microparticles (radii: 50 nm-1.25 mm) were modelled surrounded by tissue and exposed to natural background radiation, in order to investigate potential dose enhancements from photon interactions. Generally, the results depended on the microparticle size. For a 0.5 mm radius microparticle in an isotropic field, it was found that the combined photon/electron doses deposited in 1 and 10 mm radii shells around it were raised by factors of ∼3.8 and ∼1.1, respectively; for a typical background photon fluence rate, these would correspond to increased energy depositions of a few 10s and a few 100s of eV y
INTRODUCTION
Previous studies on the dangers from depleted uranium have focused on chemical or radiological effects, with the latter not found to pose a significant health risk (1) . However, there has recently been speculation (2 -5) that micro/nano-sized particles containing heavy elements might cause hazardous dose depositions via their interactions with photons. In particular, fears have arisen concerning particles of depleted uranium embedded in living tissue. The suggestion has been that when exposed to background radiation, the large photoelectric cross section of this high-Z element, and the electron/ photon cascade that results, might lead to elevated local dose depositions. The biological damage could therefore be enhanced, relative to the case where the uranium is absent.
To investigate these claims, the Monte Carlo code MCNP5 (6) was used to simulate schematic representations of the above scenario. Only the doses resulting from interactions with the background field were modelled. The models used, the results obtained, and the implications for health protection are presented and discussed in this paper.
MONTE CARLO MODELLING
The configuration modelled consisted of concentric spheres of microparticle and surrounding tissue, located in vacuo and exposed to the natural background photon energy distribution. The shell of surrounding material was defined as ICRU 4-element tissue of unit density (7) and had a radius of 10 mm. This tissue 'cell layer' was envisaged to represent either a single large eukaryote or a tightly packed shell of smaller cells; in this way, the shell effectively provided assessments of two different biologically relevant scenarios simultaneously, i.e. when the microparticle is embedded either inside or next to tissue cells. Microparticles with diameters from 0.1 to 3 mm were considered, with their composition defined either as pure uranium (18.95 g cm 23 ) or as ICRU 4-element tissue: when results from the two cases were compared, effects caused by the presence of uranium could be evaluated. Specifically, the dose enhancement factor was estimated by dividing the combined photonþelectron dose deposited in a given region of interest (e.g. the cell layer) when a uranium microparticle was present, by the photonþ electron dose deposited in the same volume when a 'tissue microparticle' was instead present. The uranium radioactivity was temporarily ignored.
The configurations were exposed to photon sources with energies corresponding to the local natural background distribution (Figure 1 ), as measured at the Health Protection Agency (HPA) in Chilton using a germanium detector. Two types of source orientation were considered: a 'radial source' and an 'isotropic source'. For the former, the photons were emitted radially inwards, i.e. directed towards the microparticle along radii, from a concentric spherical surface of radius 11 mm; in this way, an artificially extreme scenario was simulated. An additional concentric sphere of tissue of radius 10 mm was also added, which was considered to approximate the minimum amount of material that is likely to separate an embedded microparticle from the outside air. For the isotropic source, a concentric sphere of radius 11 mm was defined, with photons emitted isotropically from its surface; had all materials been 'voided', the field would have been isotropic and homogeneous across the microparticle region. Such a source was taken to be representative of real photon background fields, and was hence assumed to approximate the exposures likely to occur in nature. Additionally in this case, the cell layer was subdivided into concentric sub-shells of radii: 1, 2, . . ., 10 mm. The highest dose enhancement was expected in the innermost sub-shell; particular consideration of this 'proximate' layer therefore relates to the scenario that would likely result in the maximum biological damage.
MCNP5 can account for photoelectric, Compton, knock-on and fluorescence effects, and can sample expectation-energy Auger electrons after K-shell vacancies (6) . The code was run in full-electron/ photon-transport mode, with parameters such as ESTEPs and energy-straggling logic defined appropriately; the former were generally given suitably high values, in order to reproduce faithfully the transport through the microscopic regions of the geometry. The fluence distributions and energies deposited in the different layers were recorded using MCNP f 4 and *f 8 tallies, respectively.
RESULTS

Radial source
The dose enhancement factor in the cell layer for the radial source configuration is shown in Figure 2 as a function of microparticle size; the MCNP statistical uncertainties are generally too small to resolve, being at most about 1 %. Two features appear evident: the enhancement factor approaches unity as the microparticle radius decreases, and it starts to 'plateau' as the microparticle radius increases. These characteristics are as expected. In particular, the flattening at large radii arises because, although bigger microparticles lead to more interaction events per photon track (on average), their greater volumes are more likely to absorb the low-energy secondary electrons produced; a 10 keV electron, for instance, has a range (8) in uranium of only 0.5 mm. A cell dose enhancement factor of up to 20Â could, perhaps, be viewed as significant. However, these results corresponded to a highly exaggerated scenario: the source was biased so that it emitted radially inwards, and was hence contrived to 'target' the microparticle in a manner that would not occur in nature. Despite this, and even for a 2.5 mm diameter microparticle, additional calculations showed that the dose enhancement factor in the 10 mm radius sphere of surrounding tissue was ,3 %.
Isotropic field
The dose enhancement factor in the cell layer for the isotropic field configuration is shown in Figure 3 as a function of microparticle size; generally, the results are an order of magnitude smaller than for the radial source. As for the radial source, the results approach unity as the microparticle size is decreased. For larger microparticles, however, the plateau observed previously is not seen: although a balance would still likely have emerged between more interactions per photon track and more secondary-electron absorptions, its effect would have been outweighed by the number of source photons incident on a microparticle in an isotropic field depending proportionally on the square of its radius. A general increase in cell dose enhancement with microparticle size is thus expected.
For microparticles of a given radius, the spatial distribution of dose enhancement through the cell layer may also be investigated. Focusing attention on a 0.5 mm radius microparticle for isotropic irradiation, Figure 4 shows the enhancement factor in each of the layer's 10 sub-shells. Predictably, the enhancement is seen to rise with proximity to the microparticle. It is essential to consider the absolute increases in energy deposited due to uranium, which are highly sensitive to the fluence incident on the microparticle. Such data can then be put into the context of natural background fluence rates, so that the potential damage, or otherwise, to cells can be discussed. To explore this, the results for a 0.5 mm radius microparticle were analysed, with the assumption made that the outcomes could readily be scaled to other sizes. The average energies deposited per-source-particle in the cell layer for uranium and tissue microparticles were 1.06 (+0.01) and 0.996 (+0.011) eV, respectively, which gave the enhancement factor of 1.06 seen in Figure 3 , for a tallied ( f 4:p) photon fluence through the microparticle of 2.63Â10 5 cm 22 per-source-particle. For this fluence, the presence of uranium thus increased the average energy deposited in the cell by 0.06 eV. The natural background fluence rate is of the order of 10 9 cm 22 y 21 . By relating these data, it might therefore be expected that a 0.5 mm radius uranium microparticle would lead to the energy deposited in the cell layer being increased by of the order of 10 2 eV annually. For the 0.5 mm radius microparticle, the average energy depositions in the 1 mm radius sub-shell immediately adjacent to it were 4.60 (+0.33)Â10 23 eV (uranium) and 1.22 (+0.20)Â10
23 eV (tissue) per-source-particle. These gave an enhancement factor (Figure 4 ) of 3.8 (+0.7), and an average energy increase of 0.0034 eV. The enhancement may appear noteworthy, but, by again relating the results to the natural background fluence rate, the energy increase is seen to equate to only a few tens of eV of extra energy per year being deposited in this proximate layer.
As a final calculation, the distributions of electrons and photons likely to emerge from uranium or tissue microparticles were estimated. To achieve this, the cell layer was voided and MCNP f 2:e and f 2:p electron and photon fluence tallies binned in 1 keV increments were defined on the surfaces of 0.5 mm radii microparticles. A reduced source radius of 0.7 mm was used, to improve variances. The results for electrons are shown in Figure 5 . The photon distributions in the two cases were found to be statistically irresolvable.
DISCUSSION
The potential significance of cell layer energy depositions being increased by no more than few 100 eV annually is open to interpretation. However, any concern over such energy increases is greatly lessened if the doses likely to arise from the concurrent radioactive decay of the uranium are considered. In particular, it can be shown that a 0.5 mm radius sphere of (initially) pure 238 U of density 18.95 g cm 23 and half-life (9) 4.5Â10 9 y would likely undergo 4-5 decays per year, primarily emitting a 4.2 MeV alpha particle. It can also be shown that a 4.5 MeV alpha particle passing through 1.04 g cm 23 ICRP skeletal muscle loses energy at a rate of 0.1 MeV mm 21 , and has a range of 31 mm (10) . So, even if just the initial decay of 238 U were considered, a conservative expectation would be that the alpha particles emitted by the microparticle would deposit a total of at least 4 MeV in the cell layer in a year. Inclusion of the energy deposited due to the recoil and then the radioactivity of the daughter nuclei, as well as atomic relaxation processes, would increase this estimate. Previous studies on depleted uranium have not found its decay to be significantly detrimental to health (1) . One potential criticism of the current approach is that nano-dosimetric or molecular-scale effects have not been taken into account. While this is true, and provides a direction for future research as Monte Carlo codes that can model such effects become increasingly available, the conclusions drawn here remain valid: any effects from Auger or photoelectrons emitted by exposed uranium are likely to be dwarfed by those from alpha decays. These findings may be reinforced when the relative biological effectiveness of the radiations are considered.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The calculations presented in this paper show that doses to tissue can be raised (Figures 2 -4) by embedded uranium microparticles exposed to a natural background photon field. Most of this extra energy is likely to be imparted by low-energy electrons ( Figure 5 ), as expected from the large photoelectric cross section of this high-Z element. However, the overall conclusion is that the actual increase in energy deposited in a cell layer, which would be of the order of 10 2 eV y 21 at most for a 0.5 mm radius microparticle, is trivial. This is especially apparent when compared against the concurrent radioactive decay of the uranium, which would likely deposit several MeV in the same timeframe. A similar conclusion is reached when just energy deposition in the region proximate to the microparticle is considered (i.e. only a few 10s of eV y 21 ). The risk to cells from uranium microparticles interacting with the natural background photon field is concluded to be negligible.
